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In his popular Magickal Cashbook, author Damon Brand taught readers how to
attract money in moments. In Wealth Magick, he reveals the closely guarded
secrets of the super-rich. WARNING: This book uses angels and demons. The
entire operation is made safe by omnipotent angels, but if the thought of working
with demons makes you squeamish, look to my other books such as Words of
Power and Magickal Angels, which have no demonic content.This book is
designed for serious occult workers, who want to focus on wealth creation in the
long term. The magick is safe, because every demons is constrained by angelic
forces, but this is not a book for those who are uneasy with the occult.Damon
says, 'To be clear, and for the sake of complete honesty, I am not super-rich, but
I am extremely wealthy compared to where I was last year, and compared to my
childhood I feel like a billionaire. To me this is extreme prosperity, because I
never have to worry about money, I get to do everything I want to do, go the
places I want and own the things I've always dreamed of having.'How rich you
become is up to you.Wealth Magick concentrates the best magick into a series of
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workings that will enable you to attract the wealth you desire. If you want money,
it's yours.You do not have to spend years performing endless spells, or months
trying to see and talk to strange and dangerous spirits. This method has been
concentrated into the purest magick. You begin attracting riches from day one.As
Damon Brand points out, magick is often over-complicated. He says, 'Before you
know it you're trying ten different methods at once and your house is filled with
candles, altars, incense and all sorts of images, crystals and magickal
gadgets.'The good news is that most of this junk can be thrown out. Everything
you need is contained in Wealth Magick.The magickal operations in this book are
not about attracting a little extra cash. They are about creating a completely new
lifestyle, based on a flow of extreme prosperity. You will discover:* The #1
mistake people make when trying to manifest money. * A set of unique secret
seals, drawn from ancient texts and combined with modern magick. * How to find
out what you really want, and perform your magick safely.* A quick ritual for
attracting fast cash. * 7 wealth workings that can not be found anywhere else.
Where there was effort, there will be ease. Where there was fear, there will be
control.Where there was lack, there will be wealth. If you fear evil, know that
there is no evil in this grimoire other than the evil that you bring. Be at ease with
your desires, and you will not falter. The practical magick in this book gives you
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powers that include influence and control, with magick for money, sex, passion,
and seduction. There are powers of persuasion, charm, and trust, alongside
those for healing, guidance, wisdom, and peace. The demons enable you to
solve legal problems, finding justice and improving your willpower. You will
discover protection, bindings, and ways to improve personal skills and creativity.
For those who seek greater control, there is a sequence of corruption and cursing
rituals and methods for causing disease and mental suffering. Other powers
create illusion or concealment and even manipulate time and reality itself.
Working with demons is safe when you accept that the demons do not need to be
restrained or controlled. A demon wants to fulfill its destiny by helping you obtain
what you desire. When you get what you want, that is what the demon wants.
This is the true harmony of magick. When you are clear about your desire, there
is no risk in surrendering to the power of this magick. You are not selling your
soul or making a pact with the devil, but connecting to a legion of consciousness
that rewards desire, choice, and determination. Working as The Order of The
Unveiled Faces we have performed magick with the powers of Lucifer and The
Hidden Demons since 1955. Our intention is to clarify the mysteries and dispel
the myths. For those who seek magick, we swear an oath to provide you only
with the methods that we know to be true. This is not another book about the
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demons of Goetia, but one that reveals the Legion of Lucifer. There are more
than 100 demons in this book, and most are unknown outside of the secret
orders. We reveal the full details of our source materials so you can see how
these demons were hidden, and how they were found. You will have the ability to
work with hundreds of unique powers. Open your mind, and you will be granted
the power to shape, guide, and transform your reality.
In this book, we will discuss how to communicate with the 72 angels that are
associated with the 72 names of God in volume 1 of this series. We will not be
using any fancy and complicated rituals. With all due respect to those who plan
elaborate rituals, the rituals end up being more of a distraction. The angels do not
require certain hours of day or night or certain colors or garb. They are not
human that they require such trivialities. Do you think an angel with a limitless
mind requires such limited and minute actions to get its attention? I know this
may completely contradict what you have heard, but logically, this is so. If you
are looking for elaborate rituals, you will be disappointed in this book. This book
is for people who want a direct connection. Not those who wish to mire
themselves in complexity that in actually, is contrived. We know where many of
those rituals in all those Grimores come from and I assure you, the complexities
are formalities only and not necessary for deep connection with these angels.
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With that, In this book, we will go into the significance of the 72 names of God
and then proceed to the names of the angels. And finally, how to call upon them
to help you.
Magick is used to attract money, love and luck, but it can also be used to inspire
artists, to encourage loyalty and passion, to increase popularity and fame, or to
repel attacks. Magick can make people see you in a new light, protect you, end
bad luck, open new opportunities, and direct change in whatever way you want. If
you have a need, it can be served through magick.With servitor magick you
create a spirit yourself, using your mind, heart and soul, to serve your deepest
needs.This is the most personal magick imaginable, and it can reward you with
extreme pleasure, the power to create change, and the ability to attract prosperity
in all areas of your life.Everything that could be said about servitors has been
said. Until now. Servitor magick has been around for a long time, but it became
popular in the last half-century or so. There are countless Chaos Magick books
and free websites that will tell you how to create a servitor. There are a small
number of variations on a theme, but the essence of these sources is the same.
Magickal Servitors contains two major secrets discovered by The Gallery of
Magick, which are embedded within the fabric of this process.This magick is
designed to be accessible to beginners as well as experienced occultists. If you
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are new to magick, all you need is an open mind and the willingness to work with
the techniques as instructed. You will be pleasantly surprised by the way the
world yields to the touch of magick. You will discover:Spirits that are easy to
contact and effortless to command.Servitors that grow and change with your
needs. Magick for long-term, repeating results. Servitors for Self-Development,
that help you enhance or subdue a personality trait.Perception Servitors, to see
people and situations clearly.Servitors of influence, to stir thoughts and feelings
in others.Manifestation Servitors for material rewards and real-world change. The
secret process of Vision, Creation and Life that gives birth to a loyal, powerful
spirit.Acclaimed author Damon Brand say, 'With the secrets of practical magick,
you create your life according to your true will. There is no higher magick than the
magick that brings results.'This book presents a system for creating servitors that
will enable you to craft a conscious spirit that will act on your behalf, manipulating
matter, time and the patterns of reality to bring the results you desire.
The angelic trance is easy to achieve, and its effects are profound. Follow brief
magickal instruction, and your life will change for the better. By using the sigils in
this book, you seek the help of angels, and they will ease you into the required
trance. The trance is very light, safe, and not in any way disturbing, so you don't
need to worry that you'll have to get completely zoned out. It's much easier than
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that. The angels will not refuse to help when you communicate your sincere
needs. Your life will begin to transform in ways that benefit you now and in the
future. No need to say any magick words. No equipment or ceremony. An easy
method that works automatically. Magick that works even when you feel
desperate. Instant relief for feelings such as anxiety. Solve problems or manifest
desires. You will never attract anything you don't want, or that isn't right for you
now. This magick works without causing any disruption. The book also covers
methods for creating deeper trance, and a method for combining rituals called
The Chain of Trance. Although short, this book contains a huge amount of
practical magick. Ben Woodcroft is one of the most respected modern occultists,
and here he presents a safe way to connect with the angels that's unlike anything
ever published.
Discover 142 Angels and Archangels, and the secret sigils, keys and calls that let
you make instant contact with them. This is the most comprehensive book of
practical angel magick you will ever find.
Alchemy is a process of change. The angels revealed in this book enable you to
access personal alchemy, to change who you are, to refine yourself at the
deepest level and thus attract the life you desire.Acclaimed and best-selling
occult author, Damon Brand, presents a potent, yet subtle form of angelic
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magick. With the help of these angels you can find patience, endurance and
persistence, completing projects to your satisfaction. There are angels that can
speed up the flow of reality, to help bring about rapid change, and angels that
work to purify and clarify your emotions. They provide emotional balance and
sustenance, while giving insight into situations, revealing the easiest way to get
where you want to be.The angels can aid your spiritual development and clarify
the desires that lie within. These angels can support your ability to maintain
integrity when faced with compromise, and give you the power to project
charisma. By working with the angels you can develop your imaginative abilities
and intuition. The angels can restore confidence, inspire your thoughts and help
you to see visions, to obtain mystical guidance.This is a subtle and sophisticated
form of ritual magick that gets the results you want by an indirect route. Rather
than tackling the obvious symptoms of a problem, it works on aspects of your
inner being to reorder your life. By undergoing personal transformation, you can
obtain the life you want.The first style of magick explored is all about making
direct requests for change. The second style of magick is evocation, where the
angel is called to appear visibly, so that you can receive wisdom, guidance and
change more directly.The powers conveyed by these angels are immense,
because they connect you to your deepest self, making it easier to progress
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through life, attracting the situations and people that will bring you the most
happiness. When things are difficult, these angels offer sanctuary and emotional
healing. You will discover:A simple ritual process requiring no special tools.42
unique Angelic Sigils, never before published.Divine names and Words of Power
that unlock the magick.The secret Keys of Evocation.The primary focus of the
book is on practical magick that achieves results through inner change.
The magick of demons can lead to a life of success, power and extraordinary
peace. Demons will demolish enemies, enrich bold ventures, satisfy material
desires, and provide you with wisdom, charisma, healing and persuasive dignity.
The beauty of demonic magick is that spiritual growth arises from material
pleasure. If these are works of darkness, they bring great light. Demons of
Magick provides you with three rituals for working with the seventy-two demons
of Goetia. The first method is a way to petition for a simple result. The second
method is Connective Evocation, where you sense the presence of the demon, to
obtain knowledge. The third method provides you with the instructions for a Full
Evocation, with the demon brought to visible appearance. Each of the seventytwo demons is proficient in several areas, and all of their powers can be used
alone or in combination. You have thousands of sophisticated powers at your
disposal. Gordon Winterfield says, 'My intent in creating this book has been to
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offer something genuinely original, and unobtainable elsewhere, based on the
wisdom of experienced, practicing occultists. I have no interest in peddling the
same weary methods that can be found elsewhere. It is therefore unavoidable
that the contents of this book will challenge much of what has been said on the
subject. The magick in this book is a modernized, workable method, and will
violently contradict many beloved theories and beliefs. This book may offend you,
but if you are open-minded, I believe you will find a method that works for you
quite readily.' You will discover: The secret Evocation Keys for attracting the
demon to you. The names of 288 angels used to constrain the demons. 144
demonic and angelic seals. 72 colored sigils for working the rituals. The Ritual
Opening that calls on five archangels. Words of Power for achieving altered
states of consciousness. The safest and simplest methods for evoking demons.
One of the greatest mysteries on the zodiac is the 360 degrees. Hidden in plain sight,
this is where the zodiac hides its immense power. When you unlock the secrets of the
360 degrees through discovering the names of the angels that guard each degree, you
open a gateway to power that can change your life and manifest your dreams. With the
fast and simple method of summoning in this book, you will be empowered to quickly
contact the angelic powers that rule over every aspect of our life and work with them to
fulfill your wishes. If you are feeling lost, these angels can help you find your way. If you
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are feeling lonely, they can attract love and companionship, if you struggle with
procrastination, they can bring the motivation and willpower you need to accomplish
your goals. There are also angels that help attract wealth, inspire creativity and wisdom,
as well as courage and fearlessness. Whether you are looking to develop psychic
abilities for beginners, become a more accurate tarot card reader as a beginner, are
curious about angel astrology, or just want to gain guidance for your life, you will find
angels in this book that can help with those things. There is no need for complicated
rituals, this magick has been kept simple to allow you fast and easy access to these
cosmic powers who are ready to rush to your aid when you call. You will discover
sacred words that give you spiritual power and authority to contact these mighty angelic
forces of light. The ritual uses ancient names of God and angels arranged in a special
way that unlocks spiritual power and grace when you speak them. This power flows into
your life and brings the changes that you request, making your reality bend and shape
according to your will. I invite you to release doubt, fear, and hopelessness, and instead
claim your divine birthright which is the power to call upon the mighty angels of the
universe to help you manifest your reality in perfect accordance with your dreams and
desires. When you use the magick in this book with confidence you can exchange
darkness for light, fear for confidence, and chaos for certainty. Poverty can become
wealth, and dreams can become reality when you work together with these 360 angels
of power to fulfill your wishes.
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If you have a genuine desire, speaking Words of Power will make the magick come
alive for you. It takes moments to read the words and then the magick happens. If
you've ever done magick of any kind - whether casting a spell, performing a ritual or
even just praying - this may sound too good to be true. Author Damon Brand says, 'I felt
the same way when I first explored these ideas, because I have spent a lot of time
working with more complex magick. When I tried the Words of Power, the results I
received convinced me that this magick works.'Damon Brand works with a group of
occultists known as The Gallery of Magick and they have spent several decades testing
the best combinations to create the most safe and effective Words of Power.Words of
Power work because they connect you to spirit forces with direct access to divine
power. The book gives you the ability to avoid violent situations, attract generosity,
know what people are thinking, improve luck, skills and wisdom as well as getting
support for your projects. Words of Power give you new ways to attract money, make
money last longer, protect yourself, repel enemies, gain an advantage as well as
winning competitions.You will discover:25 word combinations that produce
results.Magick that can be done in private.Emergency magick for instant results.A brief
activation ritual that switches the words on.Damon Brand says, 'Magick is about getting
results in the real world, and that is the promise of this book.'
Take control of your reality with the immense power of Enochian Angels and Demons.
Using the secret Words of Power, you can tune this magick to bring whatever results
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you desire. In some books, you find hundreds of powers that you'll never need. With
Universal Magick, you get ten Primary Powers that can be tuned to get whatever you
want. You remove all the confusion and find a quick and easy way to get your magickal
results. Using beautiful sigils and the ancient Words of Power, you will activate this
magick with ease. The ten Primary Powers can be adapted in thousands of ways, and
they are: Healing - to heal yourself and others. Corruption - to damage enemies with
pain, weakness, misfortune, or disease. Belonging - to forge, maintain, or improve
connections between people. Prosperity - to support efforts to attract money. Fortune to attract good financial luck. Protection - to bring protection to yourself and others.
Truth - to see truth, express truth, expose deception, and keep secrets. Transformation
- to remove personal flaws or find strength where there was weakness. Decay - to
weaken or remove a strength or ability in your enemy. Creation - to imagine the
possible and to manifest possibility. In this book, you get a form of Enochian Magick
that arose from clues and codes hidden within the old texts. This magick was created to
cause change without pain and can be used without fear. You don't have to spend
hours hunting through obscure lists to find the exact ritual you need. You can shape a
power to work in the way you choose. That makes this much easier than most magick.
You will discover: Clear instructions on exactly what to do. Solutions to every possible
challenge. A system that can be as general or specific as you like. The secret Words of
Power for safe Enochian Magick. Powerful effects without any equipment. Magick that
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brings fast results and long-term solutions. Rituals to change your life, or affect other
people. Stunning Enochian sigils that were secret until now. Prepared over many years,
Universal Magick focuses on the practical knowledge you need, with just enough
background material for you to understand what's happening. If you want magick that
works, open the book and get started.
This unique text collects more than 400 problems in combinatorics, derived
distributions, discrete and continuous Markov chains, and models requiring a computer
experimental approach. The first book to deal with simplified versions of models
encountered in the contemporary statistical or engineering literature, Algorithmic
Probability emphasizes correct interpretation of numerical results and visualization of
the dynamics of stochastic processes. A significant contribution to the field of applied
probability, Algorithmic Probability is ideal both as a secondary text in probability
courses and as a reference. Engineers and operations analysts seeking solutions to
practical problems will find it a valuable resource, as will advanced undergraduate and
graduate students in mathematics, statistics, operations research, industrial and
electrical engineering, and computer science.
Discover the secrets of angelic power. The angels are ready to listen and ready to work
for you. All you have to do is ask in the right way. The 72 Angels of Magick brings
together the content of Magickal Angels and The Greater Magickal Angels. For the first
time, all the information is included in one volume. If you already own those books, you
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don't need this one. If you're new to angel magick, everything you need for success is
here. When you contact the angels listed in this book you will have the power to
dominate success and fortune, obtain what you wish, protect yourself and stop
enemies. These mighty angels can be contacted easily, instructed directly and will
gladly fulfill your desires. You don't need to believe anything or belong to any religion.
You don't need to be pure or worthy. All you need is a strong desire for something to
change in your world. If you have that desire, the angels will take you where you want
to go. It is their purpose to give you the power to express the life you dream of living.
Whether you are seeking fame, money, wisdom, healing or peace, the angelic powers
can help you to improve your life in the ways that matter to you most. The angels in this
book can help you to carry out difficult tasks, strengthen your will power and increase
your popularity. You can attract love, find harmony, increase fame, find strength, break
through adversity, sleep well, heal yourself and obtain clear thought. There are angelic
powers that enable you to invent, discover new methods, improve your business and
find new supporters. You can increase the loyalty of friends and lovers. The power to
improve prosperity, win awards, write well, be stable, reduce anxiety, learn easily,
understand in new ways and dominate strong personalities is at your hand. The angels
can help you to excite new passion, discover more about yourself and see the past,
present and future with clarity. They will protect, uncover truth, stop liars, inspire artists
and spread the word about your creative works. Debtors can be made to pay up. You
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can turn enemies into friends. Whether you are making deals, learning a trade, trying to
pass exams or working to increase your income, these angels can bring the help you
need. You will discover: A unique talisman that opens the gateway to angelic contact
The Words of Power that establish an angelic connection Seventy-Two unique sigils for
contacting angels Over two hundred angelic powers that can be used in thousands of
ways Information on how to choose the right angel Methods for communicating directly
with angels Ancient secrets for contacting angels that can't be found anywhere else.
This underground magick can satisfy your desires, meet your needs, while protecting
you, bringing fortune, influence, passion, justice, and money. Combine the magick of
angels and demons and you get an unheard-of way to control your life. The Union of
Power is a priceless method for tasking the angels and demons, without any sacrifice or
lengthy rituals. Discover sigils and methods that have been kept secret, until now.
There are hundreds of books about the seventy-two angels, and thousands of books
about the demons of Goetia, but there has never been anything like this. The harmony
of power is created by getting the demons to operate in the realm where they thrive.
They are overseen by the wisdom and might of the angels. The magick is safe,
comprehensive, and uncomplicated. You get to use over four hundred spectacular
powers, and all can be adapted to create thousands of magickal outcomes. The huge
range of powers gives you great freedom and means this book could be the focus of
your magick for a long time, with solutions for almost any problem. These secrets are
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backed up by a lifetime of research, and all the proof you need is provided. The joy is
discovering that this staggering magick can bring you a remarkable life. Henry Archer
has written an extraordinary masterwork of thrilling ideas that finally unlock the magick
of angels and demons.
The Greater Magickal Angels follows on from the popular Magickal Angels, but is a
complete magickal system in its own right. You do not need to be familiar with the first
book to get results. Magickal Angels introduced readers to 24 angels, but The Greater
Magickal Angels covers the powers of 48 angels that were not revealed in the first
book. You can start working with the Greater Angels immediately and everything you
need is included here.The angels in this book can help you to develop and attract love,
find harmony, increase fame, find strength, break through adversity, sleep well, heal
yourself and obtain clear thought. There are angelic powers that enable you to invent,
discover new methods, improve your business and find new supporters. You can free
yourself of enemies and increase the loyalty of friends and lovers. The power to
improve prosperity, win awards, write well, be stable, reduce anxiety, learn easily,
understand in new ways and dominate strong personalities is at your hand. The angels
can help you to excite new passion, discover more about yourself and see the past,
present and future with clarity. Whether you are seeking fame, money, wisdom, healing
or peace, the angelic powers can help you to improve your life in the ways that matter
to you most.Although the same ritual technique from Magickal Angels is repeated here,
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the powers revealed are sometimes more subtle and precise, as well as being richer
and more complex. That is why I refer to these as the 'greater' angels. It doesn't mean
that they are necessarily better, but when used wisely they can have more far-reaching
and long-lasting effects. Often, getting a magickal result requires a subtle, cunning and
well-planned approach that occurs in stages. The angels in this book will help with your
greater plans.This magick works regardless of your religion or beliefs. Hebrew words
are used, along with Latin Psalms, because these are keys to angel magick. This does
not make the magick Jewish or Christian. Aspects of those religious structures have
been incorporated into the magick, because they are shortcuts to angelic contact. This
magick is used by people of many religious backgrounds, and by atheists and by those
who just sense there is something magickal going on out there.The angels will respond
to any strong desire, and help you bring about change in the world. This book contains
secrets that enable angelic contact to occur rapidly.You will discover:A method for
empowering talismans and sigilsInformation on how to choose the right angelMethods
for communicating more directly with angelsPerforming angel magick for other people.
If you are serious about angelic work, this book can take your efforts to a much higher
level.NOTE: If you own Magickal Angels the complete ritual is repeated here, so that
new readers have access to that material. Be aware that when you buy this book, you
are buying several chapters that you have already read. There is plenty of new
information, however, as well as 48 new angels along with their sigils.
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A few books exist on Asherah so I am going to jump in and add my two cents. I found
the others to be rather complex. I will do my best to deconstruct it all in this book, but
for the sake of brevity I can't go too deep. Like all my books, I will cover the texts and
history. I have many old notes that I will clean up and present here. We will discuss
Asherah's wide-ranging presence from Akkadian sources all the way through Arabian
ones and a few more. We will start with the Old Testament sources first since that is
essentially what put her on the map of Intellectual history so to speak. We will also
learn more about ways to call upon her and tap into her ancient power. She is, after all,
the divine consort of God, the Queen of the Heaven. In this book, we will be calling
upon Asherah for the following: 1. We will call upon her to vanquish our enemies. 2. We
will Use Her to Attain Love. 3. To Gain Seductive Powers 4. We Will Call Upon Her For
Abundance. 5. We Will Call Upon Her For Healing.
Sigil Magic is a powerful tool. Sigils can assist us with any creative venture: from writing novels
and prepping art shows, to building lives filled with curiosity, wonder, and success. Sigil Magic
walks us through a variety of ways to generate and charge up our sigils, and includes
instructions for preparation and cleansing, working with intentional statements, and using
magical mantras and a variety of sigils types. Take a risk. Make your mark.
When your need is real, speak The Greater Words of Power, and you will bring magick to life.
The ritual process is deceptively simple, and yet the rewards can be great. This magick uses
secret combinations of sacred words that connect you to divine power, through the magick of
angels and archangels. The Greater Words of Power uses the same method that was
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presented in Damon Brand's acclaimed Words of Power, but this is a standalone book,
revealing thirty-one completely new powers. With Rituals of The Mind you can obtain mental
focus, overcome procrastination, pass exams, increase energy, sleep peacefully, overcome
habits and increase the willpower to eat well. Rituals That Affect Others give you the power to
stop arguments quickly, ensure fair legal decisions, subdue unwanted attention, make people
warmer to you, and encourage those who are stuck in their ways to change. The Rituals of
Emotion enable you to encourage new friendship, attract a romantic partner, end a relationship
easily, banish fear and worry, improve your mood and the mood of those around you, or
recover lost love. The Rituals of Creativity will enhance all creative thought, make your creative
work well-liked, as well as improving artistic skills and musical ability. The Rituals of
Transformation help you recover your passion, overcome lost love, increase your psychic
connection to another, overcome bitterness, jealousy and hatred, and receive angelic
guidance. One of the most powerful rituals is The Road Opener, to help you discover new
pathways and new directions in life. You don't need to fast, pray, cleanse, cast a circle, use a
wand or burn incense. This magick is directed by your heart, so you need nothing other than
this book and your own desire for change.
Create and use powerful symbols of Will Practical Sigil Magic is widely regarded as the
definitive guide to the topic. Unavailable for a number of years and long sought-after by
magicians, this classic work is now available once again. Sigil magic is one of the most
efficient and economical of magical disciplines. It can be performed without complicated rituals
or paraphernalia, is independent of philosophical and dogmatic premises, and can be learned
easily and quickly. Most important, it will give even beginning magicians the chance to work
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with the power of the Will and enhance their own abilities. This classic reference work will
provide magicians—from novice to adept— with instruction that will empower and advance their
magical practice. Praise: “Frater U? D? writes from a background of extensive practical
achievement and theoretical knowledge to present a book of magical techniques for those who
dare to use them.”—Peter J. Carroll, author of Liber Null & Psychonaut
When you're alone, you want the joy of love. When you're hurting, your heart needs to heal.
When relationships fizzle, you want to bring the passion back. And if you're courageous, you
dream of meeting your soulmate. This magic can take you where you want to go. Using the
sigils in this book, you make contact with seven angels, and they respond with love. You don't
need candles, herbs or anything more than an open mind. You will discover: Simple rituals for
direct contact with the seven Angels of Love A working to heal the pain of a breakup Magic to
bring the passion back A ritual to remove suspicion, doubt, and bickering Two soulmate
workings to increase your chances in love A soulmate ritual to stir up reality and let your
soulmate into your life The final soulmate working, to reach the full potential of love You now
have the chance to heal old wounds, build your passion and fill your loving relationships with
trust. If you are alone, this angelic magic can bring you new love. If you believe in soulmates if you sense that somebody is missing from your life - this book is for you.
The most effective way to communicate with your subconscious is via magically charged
symbols, or sigils. Cooper shows you how to create sigils and use simple rituals to charge
them with power. He also teaches you the importance of using color and the seven planetary
energies to enhance the power of your sigils. Illustrated. With bibliography & index.
THE ANGELS ARE COMING!You are not alone. Whatever obstacle or challenge you face,
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whatever threat or adversary looms before you, whatever ability you seek to gain or mountain
of life you want to conquer, divine angelic help is ready to intervene on your behalf. When the
unlimited power of magickal angels stand with you, obstacles become opportunities, low times
become springboards for better days, relationships blossom, illness becomes wellness,
challenges become victories and miracles happen!In Angels of Miracles and Manifestation,
best-selling spiritual, magickal and paranormal author Embrosewyn Tazkuvel, reveals the
secrets to summoning true magickal angels. And once called, how to use their awesome divine
power to transform your compelling needs and desires into manifested reality.Angel magick is
the oldest, most powerful and least understood of all methods of magick. Ancient books of
scripture from multiple religions tell of the marvelous power and miracles of angels. But the
secrets of the true angel names, who they really are, their hierarchy, their stewardship
responsibilities, their sigils, and how to successfully call them and have them work their divine
magick for you, was lost to the world as a large part of it descended into the dark ages. But a
covenant was made by the Archangel Maeádael to the Adepts of Magick that as the people of
the world evolved to a higher light the knowledge and power of angels would come again to the
earth during the time of the Generation of Promise. That time is now. We are the Generation of
Promise that has been foretold of for millennium. And all that was lost has been restored.It
doesn't matter what religion or path of enlightenment and empowerment that you travel: Wicca,
Christianity, Pagan, Jewish, Buddhist, Occult, Muslim, Kabbalah, Vedic, something else or
none at all. Nor does your preferred system of magick from Enochian, Thelemic, Gardnerian,
Hermetic, to Tantric matter. Once you know the true names of the mighty angels, their unique
sigils, and the simple but specific way to summon them, they will come and they will help you.
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Having a run of bad luck or feeling cursed? Are you under attack from a bully, a harsh boss or
a mean partner? Magickal Protection can shield you from all kinds of psychic attack, mental
cruelty and physical violence. It will stop curses, psychic attack and remove all supernatural
dangers.You can protect your self, your home, your money, your work and your loved ones,
with a series of simple rituals. If you are afraid of violence, robbery, random accidents or
personal attacks, make yourself safe with magick. Whether you are dealing with a vicious
relative, a subtle aggressor or a truly malicious enemy, this magick can bring you authentic
safety.Even if magick is new to you, everything you need to know is included in these pages.
Magickal Protection is perfect for beginners, while giving advanced protection to experienced
occultists. This angelic magick is completely safe, doing harm to none, but keeping you free
from danger.Acclaimed author Damon Brand works with the powerful Gallery of Magick,
revealing the most practical secrets of magick. He says, 'There are thousands of reasons why
this book can work for you, keeping you safe from strange psychic dangers, or preventing
something as ordinary and deadly as a random road accident.'You will discover: The most
powerful banishing and protection ritualsHow to stop curses and bad luckProtect against
stalkers and abusersPrevent hacking and identity theftTravel with complete magickal
protectionSilence gossip and rumorsSafeguard your home and possessionsStop people from
draining your energyDamon says, 'You don't need wands, incense, robes or candles. The
magick in this book is simple to use and can make your life calmer and safer. It will clear away
past problems and prevent you from being hurt again. Follow the instructions confidently and
you will get the protection you need.'DISCLAIMER: Magick is not for everybody. If you are
drawn to magick, you will get good results. If you are afraid of magick, you will not. The magick
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in Damon Brand's books has been developed by The Gallery of Magick to get results safely.
There is plenty of evil in the world, but there is no evil in these books. You will not be punished
by karma or chased down by demons. But if you are afraid of magick or think that magick is
evil, these books are not for you. If you're uncertain, you can read more about magick on the
website. If you feel that magick can help you take control of your life, then welcome the power
that these books offer.
You don't realize it but you have already experienced the incredible power of Thought
Symbols... You encounter Thought Symbols on a daily basis and they not only affect your life
they have changed the entire world. Now it is time for YOU to learn how to harness the power
of Thought Symbols. In this concise, no nonsense book I will teach you how to use Thought
Symbols to get anything YOU want and transform YOUR life. Thought Symbols are so easy to
learn and so simple to use that literally anyone can be taught this process. Don't waste time
with long winded, over complicated "secrets" and "laws" that promise to attract things into your
life. Thought Symbols actually do work and will always deliver whatever you request of them.
After teaching many, many others about Thought Symbols for years I have now written this
simple instructional book in order to spread the word even further so that people like YOU can
also learn about Thought Symbols. Thought Symbols are so easy to use that I promise you will
practically be an expert at the entire process as soon as you finish reading this book! So if you
want to learn a process that really will bring all of your hopes, dreams and desires into reality
then Thought Symbols is the only book you need to start you on your journey...

Considered one of the most powerful forms of magick, Enochian Magic is an
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alternative system to the Qabala, and functions to awaken the consciousness of
man to his inherent divinity. This comprehensive and classic manual of Enochian
Magic is your map of the way upon the path. The step-by-step instructions are for
beginning and seasoned magician alike.
There is no such thing as a simple ritual to make you an overnight success. This
is a system of magick. It is far more than a list of rituals that solve problems. You
integrate a successful pathway into your life. The great secrets of magick were
delivered to a genius mathematician in the sixteenth century. After that, the
magick was locked away for many years, then found again and shared in secret.
Occultists are beginning to unravel these secrets to the point where they have
become practical. The methods described here are based on a lifetime studying
and exploring success, combined with the wisdom of the Enochian Angels.
Whether you are tired of the struggle, battling against competitors, finding it
difficult to start or finish a project, uncertain of what to do with your life, or
straining to get where you want to be, this book presents a form of magick that
can unlock your dreams. Whatever your age or experience, and no matter what
you have gone through before, it is never too early or too late to find success.
From this point on, you can choose the life you have always wanted. With this
magick, you can compress time, improve fortune, and open opportunity in a way
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that cannot happen without magick. Enochian Magick reveals an underlying
power in the universe that can bring you the success you desire. This book
shows every step you need to take. People may tell you that you cannot use
Enochian Magick, but the angels said otherwise. They said that magick should be
used. We were told to use this magick to understand and experience its power.
That is what you can do now. You don't need any equipment or special magickal
skills. You only need a private space where you can perform the magick.
Centuries ago, in a set of strange and fascinating circumstances, the angels
revealed an encoded magickal system to Doctor John Dee, a friend and advisor
to Queen Elizabeth I. This secret magick was nearly taken by the flames of the
Great Fire of London. It survived, and has slowly been recovered, examined,
explored, and experienced. Enochian Magick is no longer a historical curiosity
but the essence of practical magick. Give it your attention, and it can open you up
to a life of success.
What if having everything you desire was as simple as visualising it. What would
you do if you could manifest your desires into reality? Who would you become?
How would your life change for the better? You may find it impossible to believe,
but it is possible to make the visions and dreams currently in your mind realities.
Thought Symbols Magick teaches you everything you need to make the
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impossible possible, to manifest success, wealth, love and power with nothing
but the power of your mind and the magic of sigils. Thought Symbols Magick is a
sigil ebook that delves into the realm of thought symbols magic, the process of
drawing what you want to you with the power of sigils. This very real, very potent
form of modern magick has been put to use by many who realised the ability to
change their lives resided within them and simply needed to be tapped. In
Thought Symbols Magick, you'll learn everything needed to wield the modern
magick of sigils. Some of the questions that this guide to sigil magick will answer
include: ? What really are thought symbols and sigils? ? What powers lie in
symbols? ? What are thought forms? ? What is chaos magic and what powers
does it provide? ? How can I become a magician with sigil meditation? ? Why
does thought symbols magic work? Is there proof it even does? ? How can I
manifest success and attract everything I desire? Thought Symbols Magick
reveals the secrets of sigil magick, making an art form that has traditionally taken
decades of study and practice to master accessible to anyone. By explaining
simple methods of sigil meditation, this sigil ebook places the power to transform
life and manifest dreams into the hands of every reader. Why should you settle
for living anything other than the life you desire? Thought symbols magic can
help you finally become the person you know you were always meant to be and
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live life filled with endless pleasures, powers and possibilities. Download Thought
Symbols Magick today, learn how to harness the powers of thought symbols and
chaos magic and get ready to manifest your desires in ways that are simply
astounding!
Enoch's Book of Sigils is a practical sigil divination guide geared toward the
advanced occultist and neophyte alike. Enoch provides the meanings for the
sigils of the fallen angels known as the Watchers as well as the meanings of 13
the Sigils of Desire created by Enoch. The book includes an Evokation of the
appropriate Watchers for the consecration of the sigil set.
Whatever you seek to achieve or change in your life, big or small, Celestine Light
magickal words and sigils can help your sincere desires become reality. Drawing
from an ancient well of magickal power, the same divine source used by
acclaimed sorcerers, witches and spiritual masters through the ages, the 101+
magickal Sigils of Summoning and Words of Power are revealed to the public for
the very first time. They can create quick and often profound improvements in
your life. It doesn't matter what religion you follow or what you believe or do not
believe. The Sigils of Summoning and magickal Words of Power are like mystical
keys that open secret doors regardless of who holds the key. If you put the key in
and turn it, the door will open and the magick will swirl around you! From the
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beginner to the Adept, the Celestine Light Words of Power and Sigils of
Summoning will expand your world and open up possibilities that may have
seemed previously achievable. Some may wonder how a few spoken words
combined with looking for just a moment at a peculiar image could have such
immediate and often profound effects. The secret is these are ancient magickal
words of compelling power and the sigils are the embodiment of the magickal
essence they summon. Speaking or even thinking the words, or looking at or
even picturing the sigil in your mind, rapidly draws angelic and magickal energies
to you like iron to a magnet to fulfill the worthy purpose you desire. Inside you will
discover: 101 word combinations that call in magickal forces like a whirlwind of
light. 177 magickal Words of Power in total. 101 Sigils of Summoning to go with
each magickal word combination to amplify the magickal results you seek. 101
audio files you can listen to; helping you have perfect pronunciation of the Words
of Power regardless of your native language. Available directly from the eBook
and with a link in the paperback edition.
Learn how to better your life through the magic of angels.
Buried deep within your soul are 84 sacred powers that have been hidden in
plain sight for centuries. These are the powers which the ancient sages used to
bring fortune to their fate and to dominate their destiny. These ancient spirits are
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closer to you than your very breath and yet more powerful than a hurricane when
you learn to put them to use. Using the simple and easy process of speaking
sacred words of power and angelic names you will discover here, you will receive
the keys to true magickal power. For the first time in occult history, the secrets of
these powers are being clearly revealed so that you can use them to bring
harmony to your life, gain money and wealth, attract new lovers, gain peace and
security, accomplish your goals, and overcome all obstacles that stand in your
way. You may have read many law of attraction books on subjects such as the
law of attraction for love, or the law of attraction for money, or you may use a
Wicca book of shadows for your work. In this book there is no need to clear your
chakras, do crystal healing, or summon a demon. These are all powerful paths
but the magick you find here is something far different. In this book you will learn
a simple and easy way to use angelic words of power to fulfill your will. These
powers belong to all of mankind and yet until now they have been inaccessible to
all but a few who understood the true meaning and significance of their power.
Those are the elite who live in quiet abundance, fulfilling every one of their
wishes in peace, security, and delight. Now you will be given the power to rise to
the top in your life. When you speak these sacred words and call these names,
while gazing at these sigils of power, you will feel the authentic power of the
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ancients awaken within you and forever wash away feelings of shame, fear, and
powerlessness. No more will you be at the mercy of an uncaring and sometimes
outright hostile world. Instead you will proudly and confidently steer your life
according to your will towards the destiny that pleases you the most.So, decide
on what miracles you wish to bring cascading into your life like a sparkling
waterfall of abundance. Then open the pages of this book and harness the divine
wind that breathes through these ancient sacred angelic words of power and
mighty forces of the cosmos to accomplish your personal miracles and rule your
destiny with confidence. The powers within the covers of this book have the
power to bring you mastery over the destiny of your soul, and the fast
manifestation of your wishes using the ancient, simple law of attraction made
easy. These are sigils of power that bring fast and easy transformation into your
life. This is modern magick that taps into ancient powers more than a thousand
years old. The arrangement of the words of power is not haphazard or a random
combination of divine names. The names are arranged in a meaningful, divine
order that causes heavenly power to unlock from the divine storehouse of
spiritual power and pour forth into your life, aligning you with ancient forces that
bring wisdom, luck, blessings, and change. So I invite you to open the pages of
this book and prepare to take charge of your life, manifest your dreams, attract
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love, attract money, and manifest lasting success.
The heart of this book is magick that works. Chaos Magick can give you quick
fixes, emergency solutions, direct results and rituals that can be tailored to your
exact and immediate circumstances. Ideal for beginners, or a new direction for
the experienced occultist. This book presents a revolutionary style of Chaos
Magick. These ideas are original, direct and above all, practical. You will
discover:The secrets of Instant Alchemy, Emotional Crafting and The Fire of
Gnosis.How to generate Magickal Chaos Energy, to empower all your workings.
Influence Magick, Thoughtforms and an alternative form of Sex Magick.Sigil
Magick Remastered - a completely new way of tapping into the essence of
magick.Contacting Spirits - detailed instructions for contacting and commanding
entities.There's nothing quite like doing magick and seeing it work, so that's what
lies ahead of you. If it doesn't work, it isn't magick.
"A fictional guide to the Shadowhunter's universe"-Imagine using magick without any aim, desire or hope, without trying to solve problems, and
seeking no gain. Imagine if this magick started to bring you all the things you want, and solved
your problems.What if it increased your peace, passion, understanding, and your purpose in
life? That's only the beginning of what this book can do for you.Damon Brand reveals a
groundbreaking form of magick. It's easy to use but works in a completely new way. This is the
final book in the best-selling Words of Power series, and it takes the magick to a new level.In
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Part One there are seven major rituals covering Perception, Knowledge, Imagination, Love,
Healing, Transformation, and The Empowered Mind.In Part Two, you can direct the magick
where you want. There are over fifty sigils to fine-tune your reality.The magick leads you to
experience the world in a mystical way that can include intuition, visions, and psychic abilities
while attracting the real-world results you need.The magick in Mystical Words of Power only
requires your thoughts, feelings, your voice, and the images in the book. It's as easy as magick
gets.When you connect with this angelic power you discover who you are, what you want, and
the mystical states required to attract everything you need to live the life of your dreams.The
combined power of the two magickal styles in this book make it unlike anything you've seen
before. It's the most enjoyable and effective way to bring healing, strength, certainty, and
creative control to all that you desire.
Magick is easier and safer than many people believe, and pathworking is a method that takes
you to the essence of power. There are many ways of working with demons. The spirits of
Goetia can bring knowledge, manipulate reality, produce changes within yourself, or attract
conditions and events that you desire. This is widely known. Demons are famed for their
speed, dignity, and willingness to cooperate with you. What is less well known is that incredibly
simple pathworking rituals enable you to make easy contact with these demons safely and
reliably. Advantages of The Pathworking Method - No difficult words of power to learn or
speak. - Nothing to burn, collect, or make. - No sacrifice, reward, or offering is required. - No
sigils need to be drawn, and you only need to look at the sigils in this book. - No angels or
divine names are used, which makes the magick feel more reliable for some people. - The
method automatically creates the correct state of mind and summons elemental energy. Page 33/38
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Pathworking can be performed in complete privacy. - The method is extremely safe and easy
to learn. You ask for something, and you get it, without any backlash or payment.You will never
have to learn difficult visualisation methods or train in demanding mental techniques. Based on
a system of Elemental Imagery, this is a unique way to perform magick. You ask for
something, and you get it, without any repercussion or payment. People say you never get
something for nothing. Here, you get something because you've performed magick and filled it
with your desire. That is enough to get the results you seek, from love and lust, to cursing,
influence, illusion, and wealth.
Do you want to discover the most treasured secrets of money magick? In his latest book,
acclaimed author Damon Brand presents an exclusive system for attracting money. This
proven magick works safely, without wands, herbs, incense or candles. There is no need to
pay the spirits, and there is no karma or spiritual backlash. You get what you deserve, you get
it fast and you get to spend it any way you want. Where the Magickal Cashbook gave just one
method for attracting a small burst of money, and Wealth Magick worked on long-term career
enhancement, Magickal Riches contains practical rituals that continually manifest money.
Developed from ancient knowledge and modern occult technology, the major workings in this
book have never been published before, in any form. The secrets of Magickal Riches have
been crafted by The Gallery of Magick during the past thirty years. You will discover: *The
Master Money Ritual, using a sigil that contains a pattern of magickal symbols. *How to find
your Secret Source of Money, to provide new streams of unexpected income. *A Ritual To
Increase Sales, for anybody who sells a product of any kind. *A Ritual For Buying and Selling
that ensures that you get the best deal when you are buying or selling anything, from a small
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item to a house or business. *A ritual to Get Somebody To Pay Up. When you are owed
money, use magick to get what belongs to you. *The Genius Rituals, with a set of unique sigils
to call on intelligent and helpful spirits. *A ritual to Attract Money Through Perception, for
trading shares, or to find out the best course of action in any money-making situation. *The
Chance Money Attraction ritual, employing the power of Nitika in harmony with other genius
spirits, to bring money out of the blue. *The Gambling Ritual, to increase your luck in lotteries
and games of chance. *A secret technique, never revealed until now, for adding extra energy
to your magickal workings. Damon Brand says, 'Creating money with magick is one of the most
direct and exciting ways to experience the raw power of the occult.' If you are completely new
to magick, be assured that this magick is safe and effective. It will work whether you believe in
it or not. If you are an experienced occultist, you will discover many new secrets for
manifesting money. This exceptional work gives you all the knowledge, techniques, images
and secret words that you need to unleash a flow of riches into your life.
There are one hundred and eleven sigils in this book that can help with anything from selfconfidence to luck, from healing to protection, and from inspiration and intuition to love. When
you work with the sigils in this book, you throw out all the confusing magickal garbage and get
straight to the power of change. Sigils provide you with a visual code that unlocks the essence
of magick. This book does not contain anything to do with witchcraft, spellcasting, kabbalistic
ritual, evocation or any other method of magick that you might be familiar with. A sigil is
nothing more than a drawing, but in this case, the drawing is so much more than you can
imagine. These drawings bypass the conscious mind, connecting you to a stream of pure
magick. This is not dark magick, but magick of light. You can do no harm with this magick, to
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yourself or to others. The magick works because you have access to one hundred and eleven
secret sigils, handed down from ancient times. Every one of them can work wonders in the
modern world. You will discover: The Magick of the Mind Inspiring Others Extended Perception
Fortune Love and Friendship Breakthrough Magick Spiritual Magick Personal Strength Peace
Magick Protection Magick Personal Healing Health Magick Wisdom and Education Business
and Finance Employment Magick The magick presented here is not bound to any religion, and
it requires no magick words. You don't have to learn any difficult pronunciations or say a single
word out loud. The magick requires no visualization and no equipment. You won't light a
candle or wave a wand. All you need is this book, your own strong desire and the will to carry
out the instructions.
This book contains 77 sigils, seals and talismans, each printed on its own page (with nothing
on the back), so you can use them easily in rituals. It was designed to be used by magickal
workers who are familiar with Damon Brand's first seven books, released by The Gallery of
Magick. This book contains all the ritual images from Magickal Cashbook, Wealth Magick,
Magickal Angels, Magickal Seduction, Adventures In Sex Magick, The Magickal Job Seeker
and Words of Power.You can photocopy the images, use them directly in the book or even cut
the book up and use the sigils in your magickal work.Images that contain color - such as the
red central seal on the sigils from Magickal Angels - have been printed with color. The book
also contains colored versions of the Magickal Cashbook sigils, to help them blend with your
cashbook, along with the newly revised version of the Nitika sigil.This book is not essential for
students of Damon Brand, but was requested by many readers, because they lack quality
printers, or because they wanted high-quality copies of the sigils.
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When you look at these glorious, mystical Sigils in a specific state of mind, magic happens.
The magic happens within you and is reflected in your world. This book contains two types of
magic. Contemplation Magic can give you great insight and wisdom, and will help you develop
abilities and create new aspects of your personality. Results Magic can be used to make
changes in the world around you. This is the simplest form of magic known, but it works. Each
Sigil of Power contains one of The 72 Names of God. These are mighty three-letter words,
written in Hebrew. These sacred names are a trigger for real magic.There is one small problem
- there's lots of misinformation out there when it comes to the 72 Names. Although there are
some first-rate books, and even a few useful websites, there's a lot of poorly researched
material that will lead you away from the magic. Often the names are incorrectly listed, badly
drawn or their secrets are concealed.Here, the 72 Names of God are presented as visual
Sigils, complete with the secret Words of Power that activate them. There are detailed
instructions for working on inner change and outer magic. More than 300 individual powers are
explored in this book.The Names are written as clearly and beautifully as possible, bound by a
solid circle to enhance your focus. Each letter was handcrafted, based on traditional
techniques and the visual requirements of modern readers. The Names in this book are the
most accurate and accessible that you can find. You will discover how to:Use the names to
access angelic power.Work with Contemplation Magic to gain insight and wisdom.Use Results
Magic to change yourself and your world.Attract the things, people and events that will make
you happy.Banish pain, loneliness, sadness and regret.Develop new character traits.Discover
your true will and inner needs.When you work with these Sigils of Power you will gain a
stronger connection to yourself, and the better you know yourself the easier it is for all your
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desires to manifest. That is the real power of Divine Magic.
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